
A By-No-Means-Exhaustive List of Nature Books 

Birds 
Beaky – Jez Alborough 
A little bird doesn’t quite fit and tries to figure out what kind of animal it might be. 
Themes: Differences, birds 

The Chick and the Duckling – Mirra Ginsburg, illustrated by Jose Aruego
A chick wants to be just like a duck, but discovers that they are not quite the same.
Themes: Differences, chickens, ducks, birds 

My Spring Robin – Anne Rockwell, illustrated by Harlow and Lizzie Rockwell 
Spring is here, and a girl looks for signs that her robin has returned.
Themes: Birds, spring

Owl Moon – Jane Yolen, illustrated by John Schoenherr  
A father and child go off into the night to search for an owl.
Themes: Owls, night, exploring 

Domestic Animals 
Dr. White – Jane Goodall, illustrated by Julie Litty  
A little white dog helps sick children get better.
Themes: Dogs, doctors 

The Tomten – Astrid Lindgren 
A tiny elf-like creature takes care of farm animals in the winter night.
Themes: Winter, imagination

Mary of Mile 18 – Ann Blades 
A longer tale of a little girl’s love for a puppy.
Themes: Winter, pioneer, dogs 

Widget – Lyn Rossiter McFarland, illustrated by Jim McFarland  
A little dog pretends to be a cat so that he can have a home. 
Themes: Dogs, cats, differences 

Barnyard Dance – Sandra Boynton 
Whee! A funny look at animal sounds in the barnyard. 
Themes: Silly, animal sounds

Bark, George – Jules Feiffer 
Little George can’t bark. A very silly investigation of domestic animal sounds.
Themes: Silly, dogs, animal sounds
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Environmental Protection 

The Little Hummingbird – Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas 
A short fable about doing what you can to help.
Themes: Environment, birds 

The Bog Baby – Jeanne Willis, illustrated by Gwen Millward  
Two girls learn that wild animals need wild places to grow.
Themes: Habitat, environment, imagination 

Exploring 

Owen and the Mountain – Malachy Doyle, illustrated by Giles Greenfield 
Owen is visiting his grandfather and really wants to climb a mountain.
Themes: Family, exploring 

Owl Moon – Jane Yolen, illustrated by John Schoenherr  
A father and child go off into the night to search for an owl.
Themes: Owls, night, exploring 

The Salamander Room – Anne Mazer, illustrated by Steve Johnson 
A boy takes a salamander home and creates a forest in his bedroom so it can live.
Themes: Habitat, salamanders, forests

 Zoe’s Tower – Paul and Emma Rogers 
A little girl climbs her special, secret tower.
Themes: Exploring 

Food Chains and Life Cycles 
A Frog in the Bog – Karma Wilson, illustrated by Joan Rankin 
A silly frog eats a lot of other animals from the bog.
Themes: Food chains, frogs, habitats 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar – Eric Carle 
A caterpillar eats and eats until he turns into a butterfly.
Themes: Life cycles, butterflies 

In a Nutshell – Joseph Anthony, illustrated by Cris Arbo 
A tree grows from a little acorn, and many generations love it. 
Themes: Trees, life cycles 

Pond Circle – Betsy Franco, illustrated by Stefano Vitale 
Who eats what in the pond? A look at pond life cycles.
Themes: Food chains, water 
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Babies on the Go – Linda Ashman, illustrated by Jane Dyer  
How do animals and people carry their babies? 
Themes: Family, babies

A Grand Old Tree – Mary Newell DePalma 
A lovely look at a tree’s life cycle, including what comes after a tree falls.
Themes: Trees, life cycles 

Gardening and Food 

Growing Vegetable Soup – Lois Ehlert 
Here are the ways you can grow your own vegetables for soup!
Themes: Gardening, food 

Home – Jeannie Baker 
A story without words shows the transformation of a neighborhood into gardens.
Themes: Environment, habitat, gardening 

I Will Never Not Ever Eat a Tomato – Lauren Child 
A little girl is tricked into eating vegetables: or is she? 
Themes: Food 

Stone Soup – Various authors 
A community learns that by working together, they can feed themselves with 
“nothing”. 
Themes: Food, community 

Bread is for Eating – David and Phyllis Gershator 
A little boy learns where bread comes from and why it is important.
Themes: Food, community, family, music 

Weslandia – Paul Fleischmann, illustrated by Kevin Hawkes  
A boy makes a world in his garden using a strange and wonderful plant.
Themes: Gardening 

The Enormous Turnip / Potato – Various Authors 
A family works together to harvest a giant vegetable.
Themes: Gardening, community
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Habitats 

The Bog Baby – Jeanne Willis, illustrated by Gwen Millward  
Two girls learn that wild animals need wild places to grow.
Themes: Habitat, environment, imagination 

Lizard’s Song – George Shannon, illustrated by Ariane Dewey and Jose Arvego
Lizard has a special song about his home, and bear wants it. 
Themes: Sharing, music, habitats 

A House for Hermit Crab – Eric Carle 
Hermit crab looks for a new home.
Themes: Environment, habitat, ocean

Imagination
The Gruffalo – Julia Donaldson, illustrated by Axel Scheffler  
A clever mouse scares away forest creatures with a not-so-imaginary Gruffalo.
Themes: Imagination 

Where the Wild Things Are – Maurice Sendak 
A little boy takes a trip to a world where imaginary beasts dance.
Themes: Imagination

Animal Should Definitely NOT Wear Clothing – Judi Barrett, 
illustrated by Ronald Barrett 
A silly look at what would happen if animals wore clothes.
Themes: Animals, imagination

Not a Stick – Antoinette Portis 
Discover how a stick can be much more than just a stick.
Themes: Sticks, imagination 

Night Time 

Only The Cat Saw – Ashley Wolff 
A cat looks out into the dark and it sees what happens during the night.
Themes: Night, cats 

Can’t You Sleep, Little Bear? – Martin Waddell, illustrated by Barbara Firth 
A little bear is afraid of the dark until he sees the beautiful moon.
Themes: Night, bears, moon
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Plants 
The Balloon Tree – Phoebe Gilman
A girl plants a balloon and a tree blossoms into a balloon tree.
Themes: Trees, imagination 

The Reason for a Flower – Ruth Heller 
A rhyming nonfiction book about the reasons why flowers exist.
Themes: Gardening, flowers 

Fran’s Flower – Lisa Bruce, illustrated by Rosalind Beardshaw 
A girl tries to get her flower to grow, then discovers that all it needs is sun and rain.
Themes: Gardening, flowers 

Seasons 
Dear Rebecca, Winter is Here – Jean Craighead George, 
illustrated by Loretta Krupinski 
A sweet and quiet letter to her granddaughter that explains how winter comes.
Themes: Winter 

When the Wind Stops – Charlotte Zolotow, illustrated by Stefano Vitale 
A little boy wonders about natural changes, like where the wind goes when it blows.
Themes: Seasonal change

Listen, Listen – Phyllis Gershator, illustrated by Alison Jay 
Discover the sounds of each of the seasons. 
Themes: Seasons, sounds 

Three Pebbles and a Song – Eileen Spinelli, illustrated by S.D. Schindler 
A mouse family gathers for the winter, but one little mouse finds something special.
Themes: Hibernation, winter, mice, family 

Bear Snores On – Karma Wilson, illustrated by Jane Chapman
A bear sleeps through the party in his den.
Themes: Bears, winter 

My Spring Robin – Anne Rockwell, illustrated by Harlow and Lizzie Rockwell 
Spring is here, and a girl looks for signs that her robin has returned.
Themes: Birds, spring

Tell Me A Season – Mary Mckenna Siddals, illustrated by Petra Mathers 
A simple look at the colours of each of the seasons. 
Themes: Seasons, gardening, colours 
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In November – Cynthia Rylant, illustrated by Jill Kastner 
Cold and wet and fallen leaves and people coming together – that is November.
Themes: Fall

Raccoons and Ripe Corn – Jim Arnosky 
A quiet story about autumn on the farm. 
Themes: Fall, raccoons 

Every Autumn Comes the Bear – Jim Arnosky 
A bear visits the forest near the farm and gets ready for the winter.
Themes: Fall, bears 

Weather 
Christopher and the Elevator Closet – Allen Morgan 
A boy takes an elevator up to where a giant is tending his cloud garden.
Themes: Storms, weather 

Thomas’ Snowsuit – Robert  Munsch, illustrated by Michael Martchenko 
A boy doesn’t want to put on his snowsuit, and silly times ensue.
Themes: Silly, winter

What Can You Do In the Rain? – Anna Grossnickle Hines, illustrated by Thea Kliros
A simple book about activities that are only possible in the rain 
Themes: Weather, spring, fall, winter, rain

Rain Feet – Angela Johnson, illustrated by Rhonda Mitchell  
Explores the delights of the puddle season.
Themes: Weather, spring, fall, winter, rain

Are You Ready to Play Outside? – Mo Willems 
Elephant and Piggie want to play, but it is raining. What will they do? 
Themes: Weather, winter, spring, fall, rain

The Storm – Kathy Henderson 
A child is afraid of waves and storms, but soon learns that storms subside.
Themes: Storms, weather, ocean

Snow- Uri Shulevitz 
Describes the way that a city transforms when it snows.
Themes: Winter, snow 

Mud – Mary Lyn Ray, illustrated by Lauren Stringer  
The earth thaws after a long winter.
Themes: Mud, rain, spring 
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The Snowy Day – Ezra Jack Keats 
A simple classic about a little boy who plays in the snow.
Themes: Winter, snow 

Wild Animals 

Owl Babies – Martin Waddell, illustrated by Patrick Benson 
Three owl babies are afraid when their mother goes out hunting.
Themes: Family, owls

Stellaluna – Janell Cannon 
A little bat is lost and thinks he is a bird until he finds his mother.
Themes: Family, bats, night

The Mitten – Jan Brett 
Many animals squeeze into a mitten. 
Themes: Family, winter, habitats 
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